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• Purpose

• Presenters

• Protocols

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The aim of this session is to assist potential submitters to engage with the Authority’s current consultation on options for allocating settlement residue (aka LCE or transmission rentals).  Introduce Authority team.  Protocol for questions.
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1. Settlement residue
2. Usage signals
3. Investment signals

Part One – Overview Part Two – Deeper dive 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The session is in two parts – the first provides an overview of our SRAM proposal and its impacts.  The second provides a deeper dive on key concepts relating to the SRAM proposal.



1.  What is SRAM?
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The wholesale 
market 

produces a 
surplus…

…some of 
which is used to 

help fund risk 
management 

products…

…then the 
residue is 

returned to 
Transpower…

…who allocates
it to 

transmission 
customers.

Loss and 
constraint excess, 

or LCE
Financial 

transmission 
rights, or FTRs

SRAM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SRAM is the methodology Transpower uses to allocate settlement residue to its transmission customers.  These are processed as monthly rebates.Settlement residue is the money returned to Transpower by the clearing manager at the end of each month.There is money to return, because the wholesale market produces a surplus.  The surplus arises because nodal prices include a transport component.  The transport component signals the opportunity cost of using the transmission network and has marginal loss and constraint components – hence the term ‘loss and constraint excess’ (LCE).  Some (actually, most) LCE is made available to the financial transmission rights (FTR) market.  People buy FTRs to reduce the risk associated with price separation between wholesale market nodes – often called locational price risk.  Some LCE is used to payout on FTRs.  The remaining LCE left over following settlement in the FTR market, plus the LCE kept separate from the FTR market make up the settlement residue.The settlement residue is returned to Transpower.  Transpower already recovers 100% of the cost of suppling transmission services through transmission charges, so it returns the settlement residue to its customers to make sure they are not over-paying.  The method Transpower uses to decide who is paid the settlement residue is the SRAM.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Settlement residue fluctuates month-to-month and year-to-year.  It is higher when the grid is heavily loaded (including during hydro droughts) and lower when the grid is lightly loaded.  Overall it is a reasonably material cashflow.  LCE has been 6-18% to transmission charges in recent years, and settlement residue rebates have been 5-10%.Settlement residue has tended to be lower than LCE, due to the way it is transformed by the FTR market.  The Authority has recently consulted on broader observations about the FTR market, and is working through submission on that matter. The current SRAM is based on the current transmission pricing methodology (TPM).  It allocates LCE from the inter-island HVDC link to South Island generators, in proportion to their HVDC charges.  It allocates LCE from each connection asset to the associated connection customer.  The remaining LCE is allocated to interconnection customers in proportion to their interconnection charges.The TPM is changing from April 2023 and won’t have HVDC and interconnection charges anymore.  That means a new SRAM is required.
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2.  SRAM principles
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100% Reduce over-payment for transmission

Don’t undermine grid usage signals

Don’t undermine investment signals

Promote competition in, 
reliable supply by, and the 
efficient operation of, the 
electricity industry for the 
long-term benefit of 
consumers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have developed principles to help us evaluate SRAM options.  The principles are consistent with the Authority’s statutory objective, and help us focus on ways in which SRAM is relevant to the objective.  The following slides step through the principles.We refined the principles following our earlier SRAM consultation – thank you for your submissions that helped us with this.  The refined principles are consistent with the earlier iteration, but simpler and clearer. We are not proposing to codify the principle, because we think (on reflection) that isn’t necessary.  Any future SRAM code changes would follow the usual Code changes processes. 



2.  SRAM principles: reduce over-payment
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transmission 
charges LCE >+ costs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Parties pay for transmission services in two ways. Nodal prices include a transport component that produces LCE – ie, LCE is revenue from the transport component of nodal prices.  The transport component increases downstream nodal prices, and reduces upstream nodal prices – hence it is a cost for generators and load.However, transmission charges already cover 100% of the cost of supplying transmission services.This means that, in aggregate, grid users overpay for transmission services.  We can reduce this overpayment by returning settlement residual to the parties who are exposed to the transport component of nodal prices.  However, we have to be careful how we do this to ensure we don’t undermine important price signals – hence, the next two principles.Note that the overpayment does not result in over-recovery by Transpower, because it does not retain the LCE (or settlement residue). 



2.  SRAM principles: don’t undermine usage signals 
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$200 
per 

MWh
$100 
per 

MWh A

B
Nodal prices efficiently coordinate grid usage. 

The transmission link supplying B is congested:

• using another unit of energy at B will cost $200
• producing another unit of energy at B will earn $200

…plus or minus any change in rebate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A key risk is that a poorly designed rebate would dampen the effectiveness of nodal price signals. In the diagram, the link from A to B is congested and the price at B is elevated.  This tells users at B that adding a unit of demand would add $200 to their costs.  If adding demand also increased a user’s rebate, then adding a unit of demand would cost less than $200 – ie, the nodal price signal would be muted.This is relevant to generation too.  The $200 nodal price says that generating an extra unit will increase revenue by $200.  If increasing output also altered a generator’s rebate, then the nodal price signal would be changed. 



2.  SRAM principles: don’t undermine investment 
signals 
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Nodal prices and transmission charges 
efficiently coordinate investment.

If Transpower upgrades the link to B, then the 
nodal price will come down…
…and users at B will be allocated the cost of 
the upgrade based on their benefit…

…which is smaller if they were shielded by 
rebates.

$200 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The method we adopt should also avoid making the TPM less effective at coordinating investment.  There is an unavoidable link between the TPM and SRAM because a key benefit of grid investments is typically to reduce the transport component of nodal prices.  Under the new TPM, charges are based on how much parties are expected to benefit from grid investments – hence benefit-based charges (BBCs).  BBCs encourage users to factor grid upgrade costs into their own investment choices.  If a party is shielded from the transport component of nodal price (due to their rebate) then the reduces how much they would benefit from a grid upgrade. At the extreme, if a party’s rebates fully shielded it from the transport component of nodal prices then they may have no benefit from upgrades.  In that case, their BBC would be assessed as zero because of the rebate.  They would have no incentive to take grid costs into account when making investment (or usage) decisions.  They would not pay nodal charges ahead of the upgrade, and would not pay BBCs after the upgrade.
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3.  Our proposal
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1. Connection LCE allocation unchanged

2. All other LCE allocated similarly based on ‘simple method’ regions and 
allocators from the new transmission pricing methodology

Proposed – Simple BB

1. All LCE allocated in proportion to transmission charges

Alternative – TPM charges

1. All LCE allocated in proportion to purchase volumes

Rejected – WEM volume

Note: WEM = 
wholesale electricity 

market

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are proposing an option that we call ‘simple BB’.  We are also considering an alternative ‘TPM charges’ option.  We have rejected options that rebate settlement residue to wholesale market purchasers.The next slides look at each of these options. 



3.  Our proposal: Simple BB
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Simple BB method uses the same regions and 
allocators as the TPM “simple method”

Regions and allocators are based on historical 
flows and are updated 5-yearly – they’re 
designed to be reasonably fixed.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the new TPM, BBCs for lower value (<$20m) investments are calculated using a ‘simple method’.  This uses pre-defined regions and allocators – for example, any simple method grid investment in the BOP_LV region would be allocated to the same set of grid customers. Transpower updates the regions and associated allocators 5-yearly based on analysis of historical grid flows.  The method is intended to produce charges that are effectively fixed – ie, there’s not a strong incentive to alter grid usage to achieve lower charges (up to six-years later). The Simple BB SRAM option makes use of the same regions and allocator – for example, LCE from the BOP_LV region would be allocated in the same way as (simple method) investments in the BOP_LV region.LCE from connection assets would be allocated in the same way as today.Note that the simple BB method is considerably less complex than using the full set of allocators used in the TPM, and is similar to the approach used today.
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transmission

3.  Our proposal: Simple BB

Investment signals

Overall

Over-payment

Cost/complexity

Worst Best

Grid usage signals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The simple BB method performs well against the SRAM principles.  The following slides step through the evaluation. 
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Allocators are 
fixed

Don’t undermine 
grid usage signals

3.  Our proposal: Simple BB – usage signals

$200 
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MWh
$100 
per 

MWh A

B

Investment signals

Overall

Over-payment

Cost/complexity

Worst Best

Grid usage signals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A users’ share of LCE from a given region is fixed for five years, so there’s not a strong link between usage and rebate.  Note that if a party did increase their usage so as to increase their rebate, they would also increase the transmission charges – ie, the SRAM helps if anything.
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Growth not 
shielded

Don’t undermine 
investment 

signals

3.  Our proposal: Simple BB – investment signals 

$150 
per 

MWh
$150 
per 

MWh A

B

Investment signals

Overall

Over-payment

Cost/complexity

Worst Best

Grid usage signals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A user’s share of LCE is fixed for five years – so their shielding from the transport component of nodal prices is based on historical usage.  A party whose usage was growing would grow their unshielded exposure to the transport component of nodal prices – as such, they would stand to benefit from an upgrade (more so than other users) and should attract a higher BBC.
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LCE mapped 
to regions

100%
Reduce over-
payment for 
transmission

3.  Our proposal: Simple BB - overpaying

Investment signals

Overall

Over-payment

Cost/complexity

Worst Best

Grid usage signals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The option performs well at addressing overpaying, because settlement residue is return to parties using the parts of the grid that were congested (ie, that we paying both benefit-based charges and LCE). 
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3.  Our proposal: alternative – TPM charges

Investment signals

Overall

Over-payment

Cost/complexity

Worst Best

Grid usage signals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This option performs less well.  Its allocators are fixed, so it is similar to simple BB in regard to usage signals.  It is also simpler than simple BB – the same transmission charge-based allocators would be used every month of a pricing year with no need to analyse which assets produced the LCE each month.This option performs less well in term of investment signalling.  A large customer (ie, someone with high TPM charges) would always have a high degree of shielding from the transport component of nodal prices.  This means they would benefit less from upgrades too.  Conversely, a small customer would have a low degree of shielding and a proportionately high benefit from upgrades.  This means large customers may under-weight transmission costs and have an advantage when it comes to peaky load or remote generation.  Conversely, small customers may over-weight transmission costs and overly favour investing in demand flexibility or local (or embedded) generation.This option also perform less well at addressing over payment.  The same customers will get rebates every month, regardless of where grid congestion occurred and whether those customers were exposed to nodal transport costs.  Also, customers who benefit from new (or high cost) grid upgrades will tend to have higher transmission charges, lower exposure to nodal transport costs, and larger rebates.
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Allocators 
vary with 
volume
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grid usage signals
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purchasers 
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3.  Our proposal: rejected – WEM volume

‼ Increasing usage increases 
rebate, undermining nodal price 
signals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have rejected options that use wholesale market purchases or purchase volumes (ie, MWh) to allocate settlement residue.A fatal flaw of these options is that a user’s rebate each month is a function of their usage that month.  This creates a close link between usage and rebate, which undermines nodal price signals.  For example, a load party facing a high nodal price would know that increasing their usage would increase their rebate.  This dampens the nodal price signal, because the marginal cost of increasing demand is lower than the nodal price.  Also for the volume-based option, a large user with demand in an uncongested part of the grid could increase their rebate by increasing their volume – so the nodal price is weakened whenever there is congestion anywhere on the grid.This option also does not perform well against in terms of investment signals or addressing overpayment.  Large purchasers are always well shielded, and small purchasers (and generators) are not.  This means large purchasers would be assessed as benefiting less from grid upgrades.  This option does not address overpayment by generators at all.
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4.  Settlement residue pass-through
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Nodal 
prices

End-user

SRAM EDB

TPM EDB

Retail

Retail

Rebates reduce 
overpayment & 

volatility if they are 
passed through

Pass-
through 
optional

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The transport component of nodal prices (the top box) is a volatile cost for retailers.  Settlement residue rebates (the middle box) are also volatile, but under the Simple BB method they offset each other to some extent, reducing (risk) costs.In contrast, transmission charges (the bottom box) are stable and fixed in advance (annually).Settlement residue flows to Transpower’s customer, which include distributors (electricity distribution businesses, or EDBs).The Commerce Commission considers that LCE is out of scope for its regulation of electricity lines services under Part 4 of the Commerce Act. So, there is currently no obligation on EDBs to pass LCE onto their customers. Many EDBs do pass through settlement residue, but some do not.We are considering whether we should introduce a requirement for all EDBs to pass-through.    - we considered requiring disclosure only, but think that risks not altering outcomes.    - we considered prescriptive pass-through obligations, but that would introduce more costs for all distributors even if they already rebate LCE (but using a method that doesn’t comply with the prescriptive requirements we chose).Our preferred option is to require disclosure and pass-through, but without prescription as to how pass through should work.  However, if the Simple BB SRAM is adopted then the proposed code articulates that the purpose is to allocate settlement residue to consumers (or retailers on their behalf) in proportion to the transmission charges paid by those consumers in respect of each connection location.This ensure retailers (or end users directly, if applicable) receive settlement residue rebates that, to some extent, offset the transport component of their nodal prices.   Ideally, rebates would be monthly to best address volatility but we do not propose to require monthly rebates.
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5.  Impacts of the proposal
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• overpayment addressed

• locational price risk 
reduced

• nodal price signals 
preserved

• investment signals 
preserved

• relatively simple to 
implement

Efficient investment 
and operation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The impact of the proposal links to the SRAM principles – ie, it addresses overpayment while preserving usage and investment signals.  It is also relatively simple to implement.  The outcome of all those things is to support efficient investment and operation.We have illustrated the immediate user impact by apply the proposed SRAM to the LCE from 2021/22.  Naturally, actual LCE in 2023/24 will be different from this – both in terms of overall size, and in terms of which regions and connection assets produce LCE.  For the TPM charges option we’ve allocated $103m of LCE in proportion to indicative TPM charges.  Again, actual charges are not yet settled so this is subject to change. Compared to today, the Simple BB option increases rebates for generators, and decreases rebates for load – especially distributors. Slides in Part B provide more context on this shift.
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6.  Timeline: Consulting now on settings from April 2023
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2019

Discussion as 
part of TPM 

‘issues paper’

Jan 2022

SRAM 
principles 

consultation

Aug 2022

SRAM 
proposal

TPM go-live

Apr 2023

Submissions due 27 
September New SRAM 

applies to April 
trading (settled 

in May)

Authority decision
November 2022

(subject to submissions)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Submissions on the current consultation are by 27 September, after which the Authority will consider submissions and aim to reach a decision before the end of the year to allow Transpower to plan for implementation and distributors to plan for pass-through (if needed). This consultation follows a sequence of earlier consultations, including consultation earlier this year on SRAM principles and in 2019 (as part of the TPM issue paper) on the theory behind allocating LCE to the parties paying benefit-based charges.The new TPM starts from 1 April 2023, so that is the first month that the current allocation rules cannot still apply.  The LCE produced in April is paid to Transpower in May and credited against May invoices.Current consultation paper is Settlement Residual Allocation Methodology: principles, proposal and pass-through. Settlement Residual Allocation Methodology (SRAM) — Electricity Authority (ea.govt.nz) LCE allocation has been part of TPM project.  Most relevantly, conceptual basis for allocating LCE to transmission customers was discussed in 2019 TPM Issues Paper. Consultations — Electricity Authority (ea.govt.nz).Authority consulted again earlier this year Settlement Residual Allocation Methodology (SRAM) — Electricity Authority (ea.govt.nz)
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• Simple BB is Authority’s preferred option, remain open to TPM charges option

• Code amendment drafting presented for both

• Proposing disclosure of pass-through methodology and outcome

• Proposing non-prescriptive obligation to pass-through 

Next steps:

• Submissions due 27 September

• decision and code amendment

• Transpower implements SRAM

• SRAM applied to April 2023 LCE (settled in May)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The consultation paper provides more detail on everything discussed today.  It proposes Simple BB as the preferred option and presents Code amend drafting for this option.  The Authority remains open to the TPM charges option and drafting is also provided for this option.The paper also proposes drafting to implement the Authority’s preferred approach to ensuring distributors pass-through LCE rebates.After submissions close, the Authority aims to reach a decision and (if necessary) amend the Code.  This will provide Transpower with clarity regarding how it should update the prevailing methodology referred to in its transmission agreements.  Transpower will need to apply the new SRAM to settlement residue it receives relating to April 2003 trading. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next section is shorter (fewer slides) and dives into a bit more detail on three key concepts - 



Settlement residue comprises 
LCE and FTR revenue
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FTRs are auctioned, 
generating auction revenue.

LCE tops-up auction revenue 
if needed. 

FTR excess contributes to 
settlement residue.

The Authority recently consulted 
on FTR market observations, and 
is working through submissions. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Financial transmission rights (FTRs) provide a way for parties to mitigate LPR.  They allow parties to hedge the difference in prices between two nodes – eg, the node at which they have hedged energy prices and the node at which they are trading.  FTR cashflows interact with and transform LCE cashflows – ie, they change the overall size and volatility of LCE cashflows.LCE for parts of the grid ‘used’ by FTR nodes is made available to supplement FTR auction revenues to fund FTR payouts.  The FTR excess (= FTR rentals, plus auction revenue, less payouts) is combined with non-FTR LCE to form the monthly settlement residue.



LCE comes from the transport component of nodal prices
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NZ wholesale market uses locational marginal prices (LMPs) determined at each of >200 nodes. LMPs are the ‘gold standard’ for coordinating energy usage.  Each LMP signals the cost of supplying another unit of demand at a node.  The cost of supply includes the cost of producing more energy and the cost of transporting energy to the node.You can think about the LCE two ways:the link view is more familiar, and is how Transpower maps LCE to assets.  In this view, LCE is a product of the price separation across a link, and the flow through the linkthe nodal view may be less familiar, but is a useful way to think about LCE.  Nodal prices can be decomposed in an energy component and transport component.  The transport component at any node has contributions from multiple congested links. (see next slide)



LCE is a cost for load and generation
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to load

Negative upstream 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The transport component of nodal charges can be positive (downstream of a link – reflecting the cost of import) or negative (upstream of a link – reflecting the cost of export). If the transmission system had no losses (or constant losses) and no constraints, then all nodes would have the same price.  Real-life transport costs push import prices up – which is a cost for load, and export prices down – which is a cost for generators. 



SRAM and TPM are part of a package of changes (1)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These charts provide more analysis of the impact on generators.  Under the Simple BB option, rebates are the flip-side of being allocated transmission charges.  The first chart shows that there are two things at play for South Island generators – they pay lower HVDC charges, and are rebated less HVDC LCE.  They pay higher non-HVDC transmission charges, and are rebated more non-HVDC LCE.North Island generators don’t currently pay HVDC charges, so the picture is simpler – they pay higher transmission charges and receive higher LCE rebates.The next chart highlights how this picture evolves as the TPM matures. 
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SRAM and TPM are part of a package of changes (2)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These charts are based on Transpower’s indicative modelling of the longer-term trends in transmission charge allocation. The coloured part of the bar shows transmission charges net of rebates. They key dynamics are that residual charges (which are paid by load only) are expected to reduce over time, as more assets shift to benefit-based cost recovery.  Benefit-based charges are allocated to load and generation, so this means the share of grid costs paid by generators increases over time.In contrast, the ratio of load to generator rebates would remain constant over time (assuming no change in the rules for simple method cost allocation).  This means the position for generators is less favourable longer-term than suggested by looking only at the first year.More fundamentally, the way nodal prices, the TPM and SRAM work together to coordinate usage and investment will contribute to optimising the cost of system expansion and operation – leading to lower prices than would occur if usage or investment signals were undermined.
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Usage signals
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Signal preserved if rebate fixed 
with respect to usage...

…even though costs may 
become less volatile.

Simple BB option uses fixed 
allocators, based on historical 
flows

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The consultation paper has a simple worked example to show how nodal price signal can be preserved if rebates are fixed.  In the example, a load party is downstream of a constrained link.  That means their energy costs are elevated, and so is their rebate – the rebate is reducing cost volatility.  The local price for the load party is $125 per MWh.  This says the marginal cost of consumption at the node is $125 – ie, adding a unit of demand costs $125.  If the user increases their demand by one unit, their rebate is unchanged so the cost to them of increasing their demand is still $125.   In other words the rebate does not undermine usage signals (even though to reduces cost volatility).The paper discusses some other scenarios.  The first is where the link is not constrained, which means flow increases across the link when the user adds demand.  This grows the LCE pool, so increases the rebate.  However, we think this effect is second order because LCE is comparatively small for links that are not constrained.The second is where a party has market power – ie, they have an ability to alter the price (not just their usage).   In the case of an exporting generator, the reduction in LCE reduces the payoff from increasing prices.  In the case of an importing generator, their ability to increase prices is restrained by other factors (eg, conduct, defection, entry) so the LCE rebate doesn’t alter the situation.  Similar conclusions apply in the case of load with market power. 



WEM options alter signal
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High rebate Use more Inefficient

Dampens 
nodal price 

signal

Higher energy use

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We considered options that transfer the obligation to rebate settlement residue from Transpower to the clearing manager.  These would involve up-front transition costs, but would be low-cost to operate once established – including because rebates would not need to be handled by Transpower or its customers.   (Note: WEM = wholesale electricity market).We originally considered the option to rebate to load customers based on their share of purchase value ($) each month.  However, this clearly undermines usage signals – when a load customer’s nodal price increases then their rebate will increase too.  Their rebate share increases further if they then increase their demand – ie, rebates are usage-based and dampen the nodal price signal.Submitters suggested a volume-based variation (ie, based on MWh purchased).  This alters but still maintains a link between usage and rebate – ie, a purchaser who increases their usage directly increases their rebate.  As such, it would still undermine grid usage signals. [Note:  compared with the WEM value option, it reduces the subsidy for parties using congested parts of the grid, but increases it for parties using uncongested parts of the grid].These options also perform poorly against the other principles.  They do not reduce over-payment for generators at all (only load receives rebates).  They also mean that large purchasers of energy get a large rebate and so are assessed to benefit proportionately less from grid upgrades – undermining grid investment signals.
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Investment signalling
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Nodal prices, transmission 
charges, and settlement 
residue rebates have linked 
investment coordination 
roles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This diagram captures all the pieces of the transmission network pricing puzzle. Usage is coordinated by nodal prices.Investment is coordinated by nodal prices and benefit-based charges.  SRAM takes cash produced through nodal pricing, and applies it to transmission customers – so it unavoidably interacts with usage coordination and investment coordination.



Prior to grid investment

Nodal prices and BBCs coordinate investment
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Grid users factor 
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After grid investment

Growing cost of using 
congested link

Fixed cost of 
upgraded link

Rebates ‘shield’ a user from 
these costs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nodal prices and transmission charges work together to coordinate investment.Any user is exposed to nodal prices at their location. The transport component of nodal prices grows as any link used by that node congests – pushing the nodal price up (import) or down (export). If congestion is severe enough, then it will be economic for Transpower to invest in more capacity.  This will collapse the transport component of nodal prices – ie, the nodal signal goes away because usage is now low cost.  However, users that benefit from the new capacity will be allocated costs in proportion to their net private benefits.  That means users need to thing about nodal prices pre-investment and their exposure to post-investment BBC allocation.Rebates shield a user from pre-investment congestion costs, which also reduces the benefit to that user from an upgrade.  If BBCs are allocated on net private benefits, then a user’s allocation should also depend on their unshielded exposure.  



Simple BB shields historical usage, not growth
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Up to five-year lag 
before shielding 
responds

Unshielded 
exposure greater 

if usage is growing

Usage ->
Shielding ->

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Under the Simple BB option, a user’s unshielded exposure to the transport component of nodal charges is a function of their historical usage. That means that new demand, whether from a new or existing user, is more exposed to nodal charges.  If BBC allocations take shielding into account, then new demand also attracts a higher BBC allocation.



SRAM can influence investment signals
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TPM charges 
option

• Large TPM customers shielded from transport component of nodal prices
• Under-weight impact on transmission investment
• Upgrade costs fall on others

WEM volume 
option

• Large purchasers (GWh) shielded
• Under-weight impact on transmission investment
• Upgrade costs fall on others

Simple BB 
option

• Historical usage level shielded, new usage exposed
• Factor upgrades costs into decision-making
• Bear proportionate share of upgrade costs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Simple BB option performs best against the investment signalling principle.  It’s not perfect, but it is better that the other options – including in terms of providing a level playing field across new vs. existing and large vs. small users.
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Summary
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